
ILLUSONIC. THE SWISS ARMY  KNIFE FOR THE AUDIOPHILE. ︎
FOR A BETTER SOUND. ︎
Delightful music listening requires a high 
quality audio system. A system which sounds 
good in the dealer’s demo room, often 
doesn’t sound as good in the living room at 
home: booming bass, imbalanced midrange, 
too sharp highs, or a disintegrated sound 
image. To make a HiFi system sound good in 
an acoustically imperfect living room, it has to 
be calibrated for that room. Illusonic Audio 
Processors (IAP) provide the functions needed 
for such a calibration. Depending on the IAP 
model, also subwoofers, crossovers and multi-
channel system are optimized. ︎
︎
The Swiss Illusonic IAP is a unique audio 
processor, preamp, DAC, phono stage and 
more. It optimizes almost any sound system, 
room, and listening situation par excellence. 
There are no unnecessary signal transmissions 
and conversions. ︎
 ︎
 ︎
︎

AUDIOPHILE & FLEXIBLE︎
The IAP comes with 2, or up to 16 channels, 
with high quality DA converters. Almost any 
type of source can connect; Phono, digital, 
USB, network, HDMI. Unlike other audio 
processors that are pc based, the IAP does 
not need cooling and uses a dedicated signal 
processor. ︎



Every Illusonic IAP model has advanced pre-
amplifier features: ︎
• Calibration. High precision filters, crossovers, 
and bass management linearize the system and 
optimize it for the room. ︎
︎
• Clarity. An entirely unique technique, beyond 
room eq, making bass dryer and sound less 
resonating. ︎
︎
• Immersion.Makes the sound more spacious 
than your room would normally allow. Optimally 
uses all available loudspeakers. ︎
︎
• Center. Localization quality of an acoustic 
concert? Add a center loudspeaker and enjoy 
the world’s best center channel processing. ︎
︎
• Dynamic Range. Remasters music in real-time 
for effortless casual listening. ︎
︎
• Remote Tuning. Perfectly optimizing your 
system and room is as simple as this: measure 
your system, send the data to Illusonic, load 
our result into IAP - done! ︎

The number of possibilities is immense: 
different rooms, different setups, different 
number of channels, different listening 
habits: Complexity is high and chance of 
error, too. To ensure an optimally tuned 
system for each customer, Illusonic 
developed its remote tuning system, by 
which Illusonic professionals analyze and 
tune each customer’s system and room 
acoustic. Tuning service is included for free 
with every IAP. ︎

︎
︎
Auditions/Sales: info@blinkhighend.com︎

(617)225-0700 ︎
BLINK HIGH END︎
129 Franklin St, Cambridge,MA 02139 ︎

︎

IAP2 $12,000 ︎

IAP4 $15,600 ︎

IAP8 $19,200 ︎

IAP16 $24,000 ︎


